
PRODUCTS

CIF WOOD FLOOR
CAMOMILE

CIF POWER CLEANER 
DEGREASER

CIF OXY-GEL ALL 
PURPOSE CLEANER

CIF 2IN1 
WASHROOM CLEANER

ProFloor Cleaning
Best practice guide

ProTip

By positioning the bucket behind the 
line of work and starting at the far 
corner of the room, working backward 
toward the room exit , you aren't 
forced to walk on newly mopped 
surfaces creating footprints.
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Rinse the mop frequently and change solution when 
it becomes cool or dirty. Take care not to over wet 
the floor.

When finished, allow floor to air dry, or dry it using a 
dry mop. Let your floor dry completely before walking 
on it to avoid slips.

Allow your floor to air dry completely before removing 
the wet floor sign and allowing foot tra�c.
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Pour 120ml Cif Power Cleaner Degreaser into a bucket 
filled with 6 litres of clean, warm water.
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Let your floor dry completely before walking on it to 
avoid slips. Then remove the wet floor sign.
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Apply the solution with a mop using “figure of eight 
strokes” with overlapping passes to cover all the area.
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Sweep, dry mop or vacuum the area first.

Put out a wet floor sign

Put out a wet floor sign.

Pour 80-160 ml of Cif Oxy-Gel into a bucket filled 
with 8 litres of clean, warm water.

PUBLIC AREA / RESTAURANT FLOOR

Pour 80-160ml Cif All Purpose Cleaner lemon into a 
bucket filled with 8 litres of clean, warm water.

WASHROOM FLOOR

Pour 60ml of Cif Wood Floor Cleaner into a bucket 
filled with 5 litres of clean, warm water.

WOODEN FLOOR

1

Remove loose dirt first.

Rinse well with clean water and remove excess water 
with a squeegee or a mop and empty into drain or 
dry it using a dry mop. Then rinse with water and 
remove excess if needed, and allow to air dry.
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KITCHEN FLOOR:

Apply the solution on the floor with a mop, allow 
5 mins contact time, then use deck brush to scrub 
away grease and dirt.
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